Autistic young people's & families' experiences of education during the Covid-19 pandemic

This comic strip represents 3 of the findings from a Sheffield Hallam University research project with autistic young people and their families. There is also a full project report and a digital collection of autistic young people's artworks.
FOR SOME AUTISTIC YOUNG PEOPLE BEING AT HOME, AND TRYING TO LEARN ONLINE WAS VERY ISOLATING. SOME MISSED PHYSICALLY SEEING AND PLAYING WITH FRIENDS, OR FOUND SOCIALISING ONLINE REALLY DIFFICULT.
Some autistic young people thrived at home for a number of reasons. Being able to choose what to wear, when to eat, when to learn, and when to take breaks, meant some young people felt they were working with their natural rhythms rather than against them. Some had always enjoyed socialising online or preferred not having the pressure of face to face relationships.
When autistic young people did attend school, COVID-related mitigations (such as signage, 'bubbles', and physical space changes) changed dynamics. For some this was confusing and overwhelming, whereas for others, the increased predictability and simplifying of school life was a significant improvement in their everyday experiences.
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